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The Vertical Challenge: How It Works 

Throughout the duration of Hope On The Slopes, we’ll keep track of the total number of vertical 

feet you ski. There are two elements that go into this calculation: how many runs you ski and what 

lifts you ski your runs on. Each lift at Bolton is a different length; for example, a run on the Vista 

Quad will be worth more vertical feet than a run on the Snowflake Double. We’ll multiply the 

number of runs you ski on a lift by the vertical feet of that lift, perform the same calculation for 

each lift you use throughout the day, and come up with a grand total. At the end of the day we’ll 

award prizes to the individual and the team who accumulate the most vertical feet at the event. 

 

What You Need To Do 
There will be a Hope On The Slopes volunteer at the base of each of the mountain’s main lifts. 

Each time you enter the lift line, it is your responsibility to check yourself in. Please give the 

volunteer your name and they will record your run in a data table. You will only be given credit 

for the runs that you record with our volunteers properly. 

 

Who Can Participate? 

The Vertical Challenge is optional, but we encourage all Hope On The Slopes skiers and riders to 

participate. If you’re not a competitive person, there is no need to make this a contest and there is 

no pressure to achieve a certain goal. We encourage you to tally your runs so that we can 

calculate how many vertical feet all Hope On The Slopes participants skied throughout the day as 

a group. 

 

Code Of Conduct 

It is necessary that all Hope On The Slopes participants conduct themselves responsibility and 

safely while participating in the event. Please abide by the Skier Code Of Conduct at all times, 

and make sure to ski and ride with safety in mind. As you participate in the vertical challenge, ski 

and ride cautiously (this means that we do NOT want to see you bombing down the mountain 

trying to get in as many runs as possible!). Our volunteers and the Bolton Valley Ski Patrol will 

be on the mountain throughout the event to make sure that everyone stays safe. Please understand 

that we will randomly be timing your runs, and any runs that Ski Patrol deems too fast will not 

count to your total. 

 

Bolton Valley Lift Information 

The following is a list of the lifts (from left to right, as you look at the mountain) that will count 

towards the Vertical Challenge: 

LIFT NAME VERTICAL FEET ANTICIPATED HOURS* 

Wilderness Double    950** 10:00AM – 3:45PM 

Mid-Mountain Double 310 10:00AM – 8:00PM 

Vista Quad 950 8:30AM - 8:00PM 

Snowflake Double 250 9:00AM – 7:45PM 

Timberline Quad    900** 9:30AM – 3:45PM 

* Please note that these are anticipated hours of operation ONLY. To get the most up-to-date 

information, check at the ticket desk or with a Bolton Valley employee. 

** Runs only count if you go to the top of the lift. Getting off at the mid-station invalidates your 

run for the Vertical Challenge.  


